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Abstract
Sepsis is an emerging potential health issue, needs to be
address on priority basis. Considering the importance,
Physionet /Computing in Cardiology announced, the early
detection of sepsis as a challenge of the year 2019.
Detecting sepsis at earlier stage can save life and cut down
financial expenses for the patient. The work presented here
is a result of participation in the challenge.
Sepsis is detected by analysing the clinical parameters
of the patient. Aim of this work is to study the existing
methods of sepsis detection, select the parameters which
can optimize the performance and to propose a new
method with improved performance. With this aim, existing
techniques sepsis-2 and sepsis-3 were studied and a
modified approach was proposed to detect sepsis with set
of six parameters.
The participation in the challenge was with a team
name SHODH. The final utility score on full data set for
the work submitted was 0.013 with overall ranking of 68.
The work was tested on three data sets, A, B and C and out
of which, set C was hidden to the participant. The AUROC
(0.586), AUPRC (0.016), Accuracy (0.984) and F measure
(0.048) was obtained for the hidden dataset C.

1.

Introduction

Sepsis is defined as life threatening organ dysfunction
caused by dysregulated host response to infection [1]. In
spite of advances in sepsis detection technology and
management tools, sepsis is one of the major cause of
morbility and mortiality in critically ill patients and one of
most expensive healthcare problem in United States [2-4].
Globally, 30 millions of people affected by sepsis every
year, causing 6 million deaths annually [5]. Another
important aspect of sepsis is, early detection as each hour
of delay may increase 4-8% mortality [6, 7]. This will also
help to decrease financial burden on sepsis patients.
Considering the importance, the Physionet/ Computing
in Cardiology (CinC) had organized a challenge to detect
the sepsis at early stage and invited automated solutions to
address the problem [8].
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The work presented in this paper is a result of
participation in the challenge. In this work, a new
procedure, with a set of six parameters, redefined
weightage and criteria is proposed in this work. The
method, is a quick low dimension algorithm for binary
sepsis detection.

2.

Method

2.1 Database
Sepsis data was reffered from Physionet website, which
was made available freely for the challenge 2019 [8]. The
data is of ICU patients, from three different hospitals. The
first two were provided as training set A & B respectively
for testing algorithms and the third was hidden for the
participants, used by organizers to score the entries. SET
A consists of 20,336 and SET B 20,000 records each.
Every record has 40 parameters, out of which first 34 are
clinical and remaining demographic. The clinical
parameters are vital and laboratary measured values while
demographic parameters consist of information like age,
gender ICU length of stay information. The parameters in
each record are available at hourly basis.

2.2. Proposed Method
2.2.1 Clinical Parameter Selection
A timely detection of sepsis is challenging and complex
procedure. The clinical parameters associated with routine
measurement and organ functioning plays an important
role in the sepsis detection. There are guidelines to assess
the impact of the parameters like Sepsis-3. The Sepsis-3
are latest guidelines while Sepsis-2 is an earlier version.
Though the guidelines of sepsis identification were
updated, number of controversies have been reported
regarding utilization of the guidelines and sepsis treatment
[9]. The two guidelines mainly differs in clinical
parameters used, weightage defined to the selected
parameters and threshold criteria applied to differentiates
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between sepsis and non-sepsis patients [9, 10]. Though, the
evolution has been happened in understanding the
phenomenon and revisions are made accordingly, there is
still an absence of streamlined sepsis management
protocols and standards which can be considered as a
golden rule for the disease detection. And therefore a
difference in outcome of sepsis detection has been reported
with the guidelines. In this work the existing guidelines
were studied and a modified approach is proposed to detect
sepsis. The method uses the following six parameters as
shown in Table 1.

 Platelets >=150 & <20


(3) , <20 (4)
The above criteria threshold was obtained by
experimenting with different threshold values and
finalising the values which gave optimum response for
sepsis detection.
2.2.3

The respiration rate, SBP and MAP are vital and
Creatinine, Bilirubin and Platelets are laboratory measured
parameters available as per dataset. The vital parameter
values are mostly available but laboratory parameters are
not necessarily available, for every hour, in the given
dataset
Table 1. Parameters used in the Proposed Algorithm

Parameter

Abbreviation

Respiration rate
(breaths per minute)

Resp

Systolic BP
(mm Hg)

SBP

Mean arterial pressure
(mm Hg)
Creatinine
(mg/dL)
Bilirubin total
(mg/dL)
Platelets
(count*10^3/µL)

MAP
Table 2. Weights Assigned to Each Parameter.

Cr
Bi

Parameter

Weight

Pt

Respiration Rate (Resp)

0 - 0.5

Systolic BP (SBP)

0 - 0.5

Mean arterial pressure (MAP)

0–1

Creatinine (Cr)

0–1

Bilirubin total(Bi)

0–1

Platelets (Pt)

0-4

Following criteria is applied to the above parameters in
the existing algorithm. Units of the parameters are as
defined in Table 1.
 Respiration rate > 23
 Systolic Blood Pressure >135

2.2.4 Sepsis Detection

 Mean Atrial Pressure < 67
 Bilirubin total >2

Weights Assignment

To get a quantitative measure sepsis, the parameters are
assigned certain weight in any sepsis detection procedures.
The Sepsis-3 guidelines uses 0-4 point scale for its
Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) and
accordingly ranges are distributed [1]. In present work the
weights are defined on 0 to 1 point scale for all parameters
except Platelets, which is asses on 0 - 4 scale because of its
wide range variation. Table 2 shows the weights assigned
to each of the parameters.
The proposed method assigns weight of 0.5 maximum
to the Respiration and Systolic Blood Pressure parameters
as they are routine measurements and may not directly
linked to organ dysfunction measure. Higher weightage is
assigned to organ specific critical parameters. Selection
and finalization of the parameters and the ranges was done
by experimenting and comparing results of different
combination of parameters and ranges.

2.2.2 Threshold Criteria

 Creatinine >2

>= 150 (0) , <150 (1), <100 (2), <50

Figure 1 shows the flow of the sepsis detection
algorithm. For a given record data, the parameter
values were read. The predefined criteria was applied
and weights calculated for every parameter.
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Total Weight = ∑ Weights of Individual Parameter

Start

Sepsis is marked as positive (1) if,
Total Weight is > 2
Otherwise sepsis is marked as negative (0) in sepsis
detection column.
The procedure was repeated for each hour data till the
end of the record. And if any one instances was positive
the patient was considered as positive case of sepsis.

Read Data

Apply the Criteria and
Assign Weightage

3.

Calculate Total Weightage

Total
Weightage
>2

Y
Sepsis
Positive

Results

The algorithm was tested on the training data set and
then submitted for scoring of the challenge. The organisers
graded the algorithm by the utility function, which rewards
algorithm for early detection and penalize for late or
missed detection or predicting sepsis in non-sepsis patients
[8]. The participation in the challenge was with a team
name SHODH. The final utility score received on full data
set for the work submitted was 0.013 with ranking 68.
Table 3 summarizes the results obtained for the present
work, for the three data sets, A, B and C. As stated earlier
dataset A & B were training data set and was available for
testing the algorithm while dataset C was hidden to the
participants and used to score the entries.
Table 3. Result Summary

N

Test Set A

Test Set B

Test Set C

Utility Score

0.012

0.013

0.017

AUROC

0.529

0.506

0.586

AUPRC

0.023

0.015

0.016

Accuracy

0.968

0.978

0.984

F-Measure

0.033

0.040

0.048

Sepsis
Negative

Repeat procedure for next
hour of data till the end of
record.

Figure 1. Sepsis Detection Algorithm
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4.

Discussion

According to results the utility score of the present
method was on the lower side compare to the entry
received highest score. This is because with the algorithm
could detect sepsis for each hour of data but the early
detection part was not able to complete. Also the lower
values of Receiving Operating Curve (ROC) is because of
low sensitivity. Though in terms of accuracy results are
good, the algorithm needs further modification to improve
the overall performance.
Also variations in the results are observed from one
dataset to another. Reason for this is the conditions of
different sepsis patients varies according to many factors
such as, individual health condition, body response to
drugs, antibiotics administrated. Therefore strategy used
for one patient not necessarily work on other patient
equally. And therefore with a good set of guidelines and
advanced algorithms a clinical expertise of doctors is also
an important aspect [10].
Another challenging part which was limiting the
performance of the algorithm was missing data. In present
study sepsis was detected for each hour, but if the data for
that instance was missing then it limits the capability of
detection. In such situations either immediate previous
data or average of earlier data can be refer. This part was
not implemented therefore need to be complete further.
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Conclusion

In this study, an automated low dimensional sepsis
detection algorithm was proposed with optimum clinical
parameters and modified criteria. The algorithm shows a
capability of correct detection in terms of accuracy. So it
can be concluded that selection of parameters and its
weightage plays an important role in identification of
sepsis patients. At the same time, sepsis detection remains
challenging topic because it is a complex phenomenon to
understand and treat.
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